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180 Count Backbone Fiber (Current)

12 Fibers

15 Tubes
Surplus declaration of the Commercial Network (purple) only.
The Network Layout

- INET Fiber
- Power Fiber
- Commercial Fiber & Coax

The diagram illustrates the network layout with nodes, hubs, and fiber connections. The surplus declaration of the Commercial Network (purple) only.
- The entire network will continue to be owned by the City.
- The Commercial Network (purple) will be operated by Rainier Connect.
180 Count Backbone Fiber (Future)

Surplus declaration of the Commercial Network (purple) only.
• The entire network will continue to be owned by the City.
• The Commercial Network (purple) will be operated by Rainier Connect.
THE SURPLUS PROPERTY DECLARATION
Surplused Assets

What assets of Tacoma Power will be declared surplus?

- Inventory, equipment and vehicles used by Click! that will be conveyed to Rainier Connect

- Excess Capacity of the HFC Network
Proposed Disposal

What methods of disposal are proposed in the contract documents?

• **Inventory, equipment and vehicles**: Title is proposed to be conveyed to Rainier Connect in consideration for contract obligations and value assigned to certain property.

• **Excess Capacity of HFC Network**: Operational rights proposed to be transferred pursuant to the terms of the indefeasible right of use agreement for a term of 20 years with two additional 10 year extensions.

• **Ownership**: City will retain ownership of the Excess Capacity
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